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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we analyze a model of the performance of a 
IlJedia access control protocol for VSAT networks. Thi~ 
protocol is a lIIixture of several DJl t iple-access 
techniques elllployed to provide different kind of services. 
The model is solved numerically to obtain performance 
llJeasures of interest to the network designer. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the recent years, there has been a growing 
interest in the design and analysis of access protocols 
sui table to be employed in VSAT technology based networks 
[1], [2], [4], [6). VSAT networks have proved to be an 
economical and technical alternative for the deployment of 
wide area data networks. They usua1ly operate in the 
Ku-band and require 1.2 to 1.8 m diameter antennas. 
Communications paths form a star connectivity and 
transmission rates varies from 56 to 256 Kbps from VSAT to 
hub, and from 512 Kbps to 21 Hbps from hub to VSAT. In 
this kind of networks It is mandatory to keep the terminal 
complexity as low as possible . 

Random access protocols are very adequate for the 
traffic scenario that characterizes VSAT applications [3], 
1. e . , a large number of bursty terminal with low data 
rate. They also fulfill the simplicity requirements for 
keeping the terminal cost as low as possible. However, 
some services that can be provided by VSAT networks, such 
as voice, have low delay and high bandwidth requirements. 
In order to accomplish them, some synchronization 
procedures must be performed and some kind of circui t 
connection be a1lowed. New sophisticated access methods 
have been proposed in the literature, such us SREJ-ALOHA 
[8], RAN [7]and others. 

In this paper we analyze the performance of an access 
protocol with circuit a1location capabil i ties, and 
develope an stochastic model that would be useful to 
evaluate the impact that the establishment of circuits has 
on other kind of connections, such as DAHA packet 
connections. 

2. PROTOCOL DEFINITION 

The protocol we are going to analyze implements the 
Media Access Control sublayer functions of the Data Link 
Control Layer. We don not consider the interaction with 
upper layers, such as the LLC sublayer . 

It can be described as a mixture of slotted ALOHA and 
DAHA TDHA protocol with packet and circuit connections. 
The channel is divided in frames. Each frame is composed 
of slots (an integer number of bytes) for reservation and 
slots for data . Data slots can be accessed randomly or 
reserving them in the reservation slots . Reserved slots 
are of two different kinds: for circui t connections and 
for packet connections . In a circuit connection, a number 
of slots are allocated for a channel in all the subsequent 
frames, until a disallocation petition is processed. 
Packet connection cort;esponds to the usual DAHA TDHA 

connection, where space' is reserved in a packet by packet 
basis. Circui t connections are thought for services like 
voice or long data files transfer, either delay sensitive 
or with high bandwidth requirements . Packet connections 
are convenient for short data transfer. Random access is 
convenient for data transmissions when the traffic is low 
and bursty. In these circumstances, it produces a lower 
delay than DAHA packet connections and implies a lower 
processing complexi ty. The portion of frame for random 
access and for reserved slots is fixed for each network 
configuration. Reservations are met on a first-come 
first-served basis 

In order to maximize the throughput of the network 
and given the relative low bit ' rate, it is convenient to 
keep the number of reservation slots as low as possible . 
It is not feasible in a VSAT network to have a reservation 
slot for each terminal station. A more realistic approach 
is to think that it is possible to make only one 
reservation per frame, perhaps more depending on the bit 
rate . So, procedures to keep the reservation traffic as 
low as possible and guarantee stability are necessary, 
such as to attach the petition for space for a new packet 
to the one being sent, or to let the 
a1location/disallocation petitions of circuit connections 
be processed only once per a number of frames. The 
contention scheme for the reservation is slotted ALOHA . 
A1l these particularities are taken into account in the 
proposed stochastic model of the protocol. 

In the following points, we analyze this protocol 
considering that there is space in the frame for only one 
reservation. 

3. ANALYTICAL MODELlNG 

The analysis of the proposed scheme will be divided 
into three parts: 

- The acquisition of the slots for reservation fo r 
the traffic. 

- The actual acquisition and usage of the data slots. 
- The acquisi tion and usage of the random access 

slots . 

3.1. RESERVATION ACCESS 

In this paragraph we analyze the acquisi tion process 
assuming that it can be performed only one reservation per 
frame. 

Every time that a user wants to perform one of the 
fo1lowing actions: 

- to reserve space for a circui t connection 
- to reserve space for a packet connection 
- to free a circuit connection 

it sends a request packet in the first reservation space 
available. 

We will assume that time between consecutive 
petitions follows the exponential distribution. The mean 
reservation traffic rate can be calculated as: 
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;>'R = (r 2';>'~ + .J·~)·T 
I 

where ;>.~ and ;>.~ are the new connections petitions rate of 
each of the network terminals. .J is the mean number of 
packets transmitted in each packet connection and T is the 
frame duration. ;>.~ is multiplied by 2 because each circuit 
connection implies a disconnection. A higher throughput in 
the reservation channel is got adding the new packet 
request to the data packet . Then 

As usual . the behaviour of the slotted ALOHA is 
modeled as a discrete time Harkov chain (9) . We will 
assume that there are N stations in the network. that 
generate a cOlUlon poissonian traffic of rate ;>'R . Of these 
N stations. n are backlogged. ie. they are waiting for 
retransmitting a collided packet. We will suppose that 
each backlogged station transmits a collided packet in the 
next slot with probabili ty pr. So . the number of slots 
between the moment that an station is aware that a 
collision has taken place and the collided packet is 
retransmitted is a geometric random variable of value 1~1 
with probability pr' (1_pr)l-l . 

The probability that an unbacklogged station transmit 
a packet in a slot is given by: 

pe = 1 - e -;>'R/N 

Let Q.U. n) be the probability that i unbacklogged 
stations transmit a packet and Qr( 1. n) the probability 
that i backlogged stations retransmit a packet. they will 
be given by the following expressions : 

( 
(
n) n-i i Or i. n).. i . (1 - pr) • pr 

We will define the state of the system as the number 
n of backlogged packets waiting for being transmitted . 
From one slot to the next. the value of the state 
increases by the number of new arrivals transmitted by 
unbacklogged stations less one if a packet is transmitted 
successfully. A packet is transmit ted successfully if only 
one new arrival and no backlogged packet . or no new 
arrival and one backlogged packet. is transmitted. So. the 
transition probability of the chain is given by: 

Pn.n.l a: 

Q.( i. n) 

Q.(1. n)· [1 - Qr(O. n») 

Q.O. n) • Qr(O. n) + Q.(O. n)· 

[1 - Qr(l.n») 

Q.(O. n) • Qr( 1. n) 

2:5i:5(N-n) 

i = 1 

= 0 

= -1 

The steady state probability vector will be given by 
the solution of the system: IT '" IT·p 

Once determined the matrix p . it is easy to calculate 
the mean number of backlogged packets (by over-relaxation 
or by geometric lIIethods) as: 

N 
n.. r i ' 1(1 

1=0 

The probability that a packet is transmitted 
successfully is given by: 

Pnc ,. Q.O.n)·Qr(O.n) + Q.(O. n)·Qr(1.n) 

Developing this expression. we have: 

Pnc ,. (N-n).pe + n . pr). Cl_pe)N-n. Cl_pr)n 
1-p. 1-pr 

Employing the apprOXimation: 
(1 -x) y .. e -xy 

for small ~ . we obtain: 

Pnc '" G(n)'e-G(n) 

where : 

G(n) .. (N-n)' pe + n' pr 

3.2. DA TA TRANSMISSION 

The part of the channel employed for the transmission 
of the data traffic previously reserved has been modeled 
by means of a finite state Markov chain. The time unit is 
the frame and the state of the syste. is the pair of the 
number of circuit and packet messages that are currently 
being transmitted. The possibility of employing the frame 
as the time unit. given that each new packet connection 
peti tion requires a round trip plus processing time in 
order to be allocated, is based in the application of the 
Poisson processes property known as PASTA (Poisson 
Arrivals See Time Averages) (10). and its extensions. ASTA 
and EPSTA [11) (12) . Messages are divided in bursts of an 
integer number of slots . Circuit and packet . bursts may 
have different size. 

The first problem to solve is of combinatorial 
nature: to determine the possible states and transi tions 
between states . Given an state, not all the transitions 
are possible . So. we have grouped them in eight sets in 
order to calculate the transition probability matrix . 

The maximum number of possible states will be i.' ja: 
i. = int(d/xp) 
j. = int(d/xc) 

where d is the space for reserved data transmission in the 
frame and x is the burst size. But only the states that 
accomplish 

(i.j) / i·xp + j·xc :5 d 
will be possible. If (1' .j') does not satisfy this 
condi tion. 

P«i.j)~(i·.j·» = 0 
In order to simplify the notation. we will define the 

following probabilities: 

pep) .. Pnc.;>'pT ' e -;>.rT 

P(nP) '" 1 - Pnc ' ;>'pT'e -;>.pT 

P(C) = .!. · Pnc·;>.cT·e-1/;>.cT 
1/ 

P(nC) = 1 - .!.'Pnc ' ;>.cT'e -1/;>'cT 
1/ 

PU-x.1.P) = Probaoility that x terminals have not a new 
packet to transmi t the next frame 

( i) -~T i-x -~Tx 
i-x . (1 - e ) . e 

P(O,i.P) e -~Ti 

PU,i . P) 

PU.l.P) 

i. (1 - e -~T).e -~T(i-ll 

(1 - e -/lrT) i 

tU.j) .. si (1.}) E {Possible states} • Cl 

tU. j) .. 0 si U . j) f {Possible states} • Cl 

PU.j,C) ,. The same for circuit connections .. 

.!. . Pnc. (1 - e -1//lcTj) 
1/ 

P(O.j.C) = 1 - '!"Pnc.(1 _ e-'lJ/lcTj) 
1/ 

Where Pnc is the no-collision probability in the 
reservation channel. 'IJ is the number of frames between the 
processing of two ci rcuit petl tlons, 1//lc and 1IjU' are the 
mean (exponentially distributed) duration time per 
connection. 

The entries of the transition matrix are calculated 
as is indicated bellow: 

GROUP 1 

Transitions from state (0.0) . 



P(O. O)~(l. 0» = pep) ·P(nC) 

P(O.O)~(O.I» = P(nP) 'P(C) 

P(O.O)~(O.O» ,. P(nP)·P(nC) 

P(O,O)~(l.I» '"' P(P)·P(C) 

GROUP 2 
Froll (1.0) 1 (j+l,O) E Q. 

P((1,O)~(lC.O)IO<lC!!il-l) z P(nC)·[P(i-lC.i.P)'P(nP) + 

+ P(1-lC+l. 1, P) 'P(P)) 

P((1,O)~(O.O» = P(nC)·P(i.l,P)·P(nP) 

P((1,O)~(1,O» = P(nC)'[P(nP)'P(O,l,P) + P(P)·PU.i.P) 

P((1.0)~U+1,0» = P(nC)·P(P)·P(O.i.P) 

P(1.0)~(lC.l)10<lC!!il-1) = P(C)·[P(i-lC.l.T)·P(nP) + 

+ P(i-x+l,i.T)·P(P)] 

P(U,O)~(O,l) = P(C)·P(i.i.P)·P(nP) 

P((j. O)~U+l. 1» = t(i+1. 1). P(C) . P(P) · PtO. i. P) 

P((1.0)~(1.l) = P(C)·[P(nP)·P(O.l.P) + P(P)·PU.i.P)] + 

GROUP 3 
Froll (i •• 0). 

+ [1 - t(i+l.i)]·P(C)·P(P)·P(O.i.P) 

P((1.,O)~(lC.l)IO<x!!ii.) = t(x,l)·P(C)·[P(i.-x.i •• P)·P(nP) + 

+ P(1.-lC+l,i •• P) 'P(P)] 

P((1 •• 0)~(0.l) = t(O,l)·P(C)·P(1.,i.,P)·P(nP) 

P((j •• O)~(1.,I» = t(i •• l)·P(C)·[P(nP)·P(O.i •• P) + 

+ PU, i •• P)] 

P((1., O)~(lC. O)IO<lC!!il.) = [P(nC)+{1 - t(x, I)} ·P(C)]· 

·[P(1.-x,i •• P)·P(nP) + P(1.-lC+l.i •• P)·P(P)] 

P((1 •• O)~(O,O» '"' [P(nC)+{1 - t(O,I)} ' P(C)] ' 

·P(1 •• i •• P) 'P(nP) 

P((j •• O)~(j •• O» = [P(nC)+{1 - t(1a,l)}·P(C))·[P(P)·PU.i ... P) 

+ P(O.la.P)] 

GROUP 4 
From (O,j) "jEll,ja-l]. 

P(O,j)~(l,j-l» = tU,j-l)·P(P)·P(1.j.C}·[P(nC} + 

+ PU.j,C)'P(C)] 
PO. j. C)+P(C) 

P((O. j)~(l, j» ,. tU. j} 'P(P) ·P(O. j. C) ·P(nC) 

P(O.j)~(l.j+l» = tU.j+l)·P(P)·P(C)·[P(nC} + ~g:j:~l:~~~l] 

P(0.j)~(0.j-1» .. [P(nP) + {1 - tU.j-1)}·P(P»)·PU.j.C)· 

[P( -/') + PU.j.C).P(C)] 
IIv PO.j.C)+P(C) 

P(O.j)~(O.j» = [P(nP) + {1 - to.j+1)}·P(P}]·P(0.j.C)·P(nC) 

P(O.)~(O.j+l) ,. [P(nP) + {1 - tU.j+l)}·P(P)]·P(C)· 

[ P( O ) C) + PU.).C)·P(C)] 
,. PCl.),C)+P(C) 

GROUP 5 
Froll (i. j), such that 

1 E [1, 1a-1I 
j E [1,)a-1I 

P(l,)~(x.j)IO<x<i} '"' P(O,j.C)·P(nC) · [P(1-x.l.P)· 

'P(nP) + P(1-x+1.i.P)·P(P») 

P((l.j)~(O.j» = P(O.j,C)·P(nC)·PU.l.P)·P(nP) 

P(( 1. j)~( 1+1. j» = t(1+1. j) ·P(O. j.C) 'P(nC) ·P(O.l,P} 'P(P) 

P( (1. j)~(j. j» = PtO. j. C}· P(nC)· [P(nP) ·P(O.l. P) + 
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P(P)·PU.l,P) + {1 - ;U+1,j)}·P(0.1.P}·P(P») 

PU. j.C} 'P(C) 
P((l.j)~(x.j-l)IO<x<l) '"' PO,j,C)'[P(nC} + PO,j,c)+P(C»)' 

[P(1-x.l,P)·P(nP) + PU-lC+1.1.P}·P(P)] 

P((1,j)~(0.j-1» = PU.j.C)·[P(nC) + ~g:j:~l:~~~l)' 
P(i, LP) ·P(nP) 

P((l,j)~(j+1.j-l) = ~(1+1.j-l)·P(l,j.C)·[P(nC) + 

PU.j.C)·P(C»).P(O 1 P)·P(P) 
PO. j. C)+P(C) •• 

PO. j. C) 'P(C) 
P((1.j)~(1.j-1)} = PO.j.C)·[P(nC) + PO,j.C)+P(C)]· 

[P(O.l.P)·P(nP) + PO.l,P)·P(P) + 

+ {1 - ~(1+1.j)}·P(0.i.P)·P(P)] 

( . ) ( ) ) () [(0 ) PO.j,C)·P(C}] 
P l,j ~ x.j+1 10<x<1 = PC' P .j.C + P(1.j,C)+P(C) . 

[P(1-x.l,P)·P(nP) + p(1-x+1.i.P)·P(P») 

P((1.j)~(O,j+l) = P(C)'[P(O,j,C) + PU.j,C)·P(C»). 
PO. j. C)+P(C) 

P(1.1. P) 'P(nP) 

P( i. j)~(1+1. j+1) = ~(1+1. j+l). [PtO. j.C} + ~g:t~l:~~~l)' 
P(C)· PtO. i . P) 'P(P) 

P((l,jhU.j+1) = ~(i,j-l)'P(C)'[P(O,j.C) + P(1.j,C)·P(C}]. 
PO. j. C)+P(C) 

GROUP 6 

(P(O.l.P)·P(nP) + P(l,l,P)·P(P) + 

{1 - ~U+1.j+l)}·P(O.i.P)·P(P)] 

From (1. ja!), where jal is such that: 
(jal + 1) . xs + 1· XT > d 1 jal .. 0 
0< 1< la 

P(l,jal)~(x.jal-l)IO<x<i) = [P(1-lC,l.P)·P(nP) + 

PU-lC+1.1. P)· P(P)] • PO. 1, C}· [P(nC) + 

PO. jal. C) 'P(C)] 
P(1.jal.C)+P(C) 

P(l.)al)~(O.jal-l» = P(i,i.P)·P(nP)·PU.l.C)·[P(nC} + 

PO. jal. C) 'P(C)] 
PO. jal. C)+P(C) 

P( (1, ja!)~( 1 + 1. jal-1) '"' tU+ 1. jal-l} . pep} • P(o.l, Cl' PO, 1, C)· 

[P(nc) + Pu.j.I.CI·P(C)] 
PCz. jal. C)+P(C) 

P( 1, ja!)~(X, jal+l)IO<lC<l) = t(x, jal+l}' [p(1-x.l, P) ·P(nP) + 

P(1-x+l.i.P)·P(P)]·P(C)·[P(O.j,C) + 

PU, j.I.C) 'P(C)] 
PO. jal, C)+P(C) 

P( 1. )al )~(O, )al+1» ,. t(O, )al+1) ,PU, 1. P) ·P(nP)· P(C)· 

[PlO J Cl PU.jal.CI·PlCI] 
•• + PU. jal, C)+p(C) 
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P(( 1. Jal)-+(X. jal)IO<x<ll = [P(i-x.l. P) ·P(nP) + 

p(1-x+l, 1. P ) 'P(P) I· (P(nC) ·P(O. J. C) + 

{1 - t(x.jal+l)}·P(C) · [P(O.J.C) + 

P(1. Jal . C) 'P(C) I) 
PO. jal. C}+P(C} 

P((1.Jal)-+(O.Jal» .. P(1.1,P) · P(nP)·(P(nC)·P(0.jal.C) + 

(1 - t(x.Jal+l)} · P(C)·[P(O.Jal.C) + 

P( 1, jal . C) 'P(C) I) 
PO. jal.C}+P(C} 

P((i.jaU-+(i+l.jal» = (P(nC)·P(O.jal.C) + P(C)· 

PO. Jal.C) 'P(C) I) ( 
[P(O. jal. C) + PO. jal. C}+P(C} . P(nP) ·P(O.l. P) + 

P(P) · PO .1. P) + {1 - t(1+l,jad}·P(P) · P(O.l.P») 

GROUP 7 
Transitions when jal = 0 VI -- la. 

P(( 1. O)-+(x. 1)10<x:51 - 1) = t(x.1)· [P(1-x. l. P) 'P(nP) + 

P(i-x+l.l,P) 'P(P) I'P(C) 

P( (1. 0)-+(0.1» = t(O. 1) . P(1. l. P)· P(nP) 'P(C) 

P(( 1. 0)-+(x.0)10<x:51-1) = t(x. O)· [P(1-x.1.P) · P(nP) + 

P(i -x+ l .l. P )· P(P) I· [P(nC) + {1 - t(x.l)}·P(C)] 

P(U. 0)-+(0. 0» = pCi.l. P) · P(nP) · [P(nC) + {1 - t(O. I)} 'P(C)) 

P ( ( 1, 0 )-+( 1. 0 » P(O.1.P)·P(nP) + PO.l.P)·P(P) 

P(U.O)-+(i+l,O» = P(O.l.P)·P(P) 

P((O,ja)-+(1.Ja» = to.ja)·P(P)·(P(nC)·P(O.ja.C) + P(C)· 

[P(O J C) + P(l, Ja, C)'P(C)I) 
• a. PO . ja.C}+P(C} 

P((O, Ja)-+O. ja-l» = t(1. Ja-1)· P(P)· PO. Ja, C)· [P(O. ja, C) + 

P(1, Ja. C) · P(C)] 
PO, Ja, C}+P(C) 

P( (0. ja)-+(O. Ja» = (p (nC) . P(O. ja. C) + P(C)· [P(O. ja. C) + 

PO.Ja.C)'P(C)]) . [p(nP) + {1 - t(1.Ja-l)}·P(P)] 
PO. ja.C)+P(C) 

The stationary states set is calculated solving the 
system: 

1( = 'f('P 

E PIJ = 1 I V I 
J=o 

The solution If is stationary probability distribution 
of the possible states . 

3.3. RAt-{)()M ACCESS 

The random access part of the frame employs modified 
slotted ALOHA protocol. in which only a subset of the 
slots is periodically available to the users. This 
protocol can be mode led as framed ALOHA and a way to 
estimate its performance is provided in (13). Due to lack 
of space, we are not going to develope here this method. 
This method can be employed if more than one reservation 
slot per frame are provided. 

4. UTILIZATION OF THE MODEL 

This model is thought to be employed in order to 
estillate some interesting paraJIeters that characterize the 
behavior of the network, such as : 

- Blocking Probability. 
- Throughput, defined as 

Packet arrival rate x (1 - Blocking Probabillty) 
- Response time, defined as 

E(Sent Packets - Acknowledged Packets)/Throughput 
- Delay 

E(Sent Packets - Received Packets)/Throughput 

for given traffic and configuration cond i tlons . 
A packet is said to be blocked when it is not 

possible to send it because there is not space available 
in the transmission channel. For circuit traffic, the SUIII 

of all 1nl associated to an state Ci . J) such that: 

(1+l)·xc + J.JCP > d 
is the blocking probability. In the way for packet 
traffic . 

Taking into account the error probabill ty of the 
link, the probability of losing a packet Pt. i s given by 
the expression: 

Pt. = Ps + PE + Ps·PE 

where PE is the probability of losing a packet due to 
error introduced by the link. 

If all lost packets are retransmitted , the packet 
arrival rate is modified as: 

).' = V(1-Pt.) 

The delay introduced can be estimated as: 

OR = DIe + TR£T·PLI(l-Pt.) 
where OR is the delay introduced by the retransmissions. 
011 is the delay due to transmission y TR£T is the mean 
retransaission tilDe . TR£T is a function of the backoff 
algorithm selected, and usually it is a function of ). • . 

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

A simulation model has been developed in order to 
estimate the accuracy of the analytical model . A 56 kbps 
satellite channel was considered, with 50 slots frames and 
6 bytes slots. Bur sts duration was 20 slots f or circuit 
connections and 10 slots for packet connections. It was 
possible to process only one reservation petition per 
frame and it was not provided capacity for random access . 
The results obtained are reflected in the figure. 
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